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Introduction 
 
The German photographer and artist Wolfgang Tillmans (1968) made an extended journey 
around the globe and depicted the current state of the world with its varieties in cultures 
and technological advancements. The journey lasted from 2009 to 2012. His undertaking 
culminated in a photographic series called Neue Welt (New World). For four years he had 
been taking photographs of the world from various and unknown viewpoints and he had 
been playing with the way the world appeared to a traveler (Tillmans 5-23). From these 
photographs, the main corpus of Neue Welt is shown in Tillmans’ corresponding book. In 
216 pages he chose around 300 pictures of his journeys to be presented in one project. This 
thesis will thus be limited to the corpus of photographs appearing in the book Neue Welt. 
In 2012, I went to see the exhibition of Neue Welt at Kunsthalle Zurich. Tillmans 
showed artwork that needed a closer look and he presented it in a manner that differed 
from other photography exhibitions that I had seen before. In order to gain a more pro-
found understanding of the series, I would have to thoroughly deal with the photographs. 
My final motivation for the choice of Tillmans’ series as the subject for this thesis was 
decided in the course of Topical Debates on Photography at Leiden University. There I 
learned how various perspectives such as the notion of space and place helped to give us 
new insights into photography theories. 
Tillmans’ series Neue Welt in particular evokes questions of the notion of space and 
place. Concepts and theories of space and place will serve as a guide when investigating 
the series, in order to gain a new and deeper insight into Neue Welt. Just as in Tillmans’ 
series, in many other photo works the question of where a photograph has been depicted is 
raised frequently and a “sense of place” is conjured especially within the medium of pho-
tography (van Gelder and Westgeest 112). Unlike a painting or a sculpture, which have 
most likely been created in an artist’s studio, a photographer such as Tillmans takes pic-
tures of the world outside of his studio at a specific location. Such a specific place evokes 
individual and essential features of a photograph and although photographers frequently 
broach the issue of space and place in their work, art historians have barely discussed this 
phenomenon in photography (van Gelder and Westgeest 112). As there is a lack of art his-
torical theories used when examining place and space in photography, also theories from 
social sciences, human geography and philosophy have to be taken into account and will 
help to create a deeper understanding of the series Neue Welt. 
How is the notion of space and place in Tillmans’ series Neue Welt embodied and 
what new insights can be gained about this series and through this particular perspective? 
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Tillmans’ Neue Welt seems to be a random depiction of motifs which are as haphazardly 
put together in the space of display of the book as in the exhibition space. Is there an un-
derlying system through the perspective of space and place detectable? 
The first chapter of my thesis will address the technical creation of place and space 
and it will give an answer to the question of what it means for a photograph to technically 
create a space or place depending on framing but also on mechanical usage. This includes 
the theorization of framing and selecting motifs but also the difference between depicting 
microcosms in an introspective space or, on the contrary, depicting macrocosms. André 
Bazin argued in his famous book What is Cinema? that a lens-based artwork builds a frame 
which is centrifugal, as opposed to a painting, for example, which is centripetal. Bazin’s 
argument evokes a direct comparison to former works of Tillmans such as the series Silver 
in which Tillmans presented large pieces of chemographs which were manipulated by me-
chanical processes in the darkroom. The reason for choosing Silver for a comparative re-
search analysis lies within the main limitations to the corpus of the book. Some artworks of 
Silver appear in the book and exhibition of Neue Welt. 
 The second chapter will solely focus on the content of the photographs. What kinds 
of social and cultural spaces and places are within the series? Here, social and cultural 
concepts of space and place are relevant. Tillmans plays with a ‘new’ and expanded view 
of the world despite the fact that he can only see it in his role as a traveler. He focused on 
people and their social constellations, as well as points of transit such as airports, defined 
by the anthropologist Marc Augé as non-places. Furthermore, Tillmans explored the idea 
of a popular tourist location as seen by the western world. This matter can be related to 
expectations of faraway places that have emerged through travel photography. 
 In the third chapter, how Tillmans‘ series is put into the exhibition space will be 
discussed. How does the context of the exhibition room or book as a ‘place’ influence po-
tential meanings of Tillmans’ photographs? How are the pictures presented within the 
space of display of a book? The series was shown at Kunsthalle Zürich in 2012 for the first 
time. Tillmans’ photographs were taken in an interconnected world but in local places and 
they were brought to a local museum but the museum acts as a global player in the art 
world.  
 In the conclusion, the most important findings will be summarized. An answer will 
be given to the question of what insights can be provided on the characteristics of Till-
mans’ series Neue Welt through complementary approaches of the notion of space and 
place. Meanings and structures of Neue Welt analyzed by the perspective of space and 
place will reveal whether there is a hidden organization in Tillmans’ series.   
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1. Technical and Mechanical Framing and Construction of Space and Place 
 
The photo book Neue Welt contains photographs of significant fragments of carefully se-
lected motifs by Tillmans. He pictured the immediate environment, which he had encoun-
tered in the outside world, distinct from usual viewpoints. The attention to detail generated 
in his digital pictures is quite unlike one’s everyday visual experience. These observations 
evoke discussions about the technical and mechanical act of framing and construction of 
space and place in Tillmans’ photographs. Thus, this chapter will give an answer to the 
question of how space and place is created in photographs of Neue Welt by technical and 
mechanical framing and construction. 
Tillmans’ ‘new’ way of seeing creates ‘new’ places within the framework of a pho-
tograph. Roland Barthes already addressed the gesture of framing in photography in his 
book Camera Lucida. It includes the theorization of framing and selecting motifs. How 
does the act of framing create a place within a photograph and what are the consequences 
of framing? 
In earlier series, Tillmans also created images without using a camera at all. For in-
stance, he included the series Silver in the book of Neue Welt but also in his exhibitions. 
The difference in using a camera and not using one to create a picture opposes centrifugal 
to centripetal images as André Bazin discussed in his book What is Cinema? How does the 
non-use of a camera influence the perception of space and place and what is the difference 
between created space and place through lens-based photography? The photographic con-
struction of space and place also has to do with the impact of the camera. Tillmans’ earlier 
works were solely taken with an analogue camera, whereas Neue Welt is mostly depicted 
using a digital camera. What kind of influence does the technical usage of a digital camera 
have in the sense of creating a place and what is the difference with an analogue camera? 
The theorist Lev Manovich has explored this point before in ‘The Paradoxes of Digital 
Photography’ and his writing will help to gain understanding on differences between ana-
logue and digital cameras. 
Photographs have been described as fragments of the world, as cutouts of reality. 
The theorist Philippe Dubois explains theoretical consequences of cutting into place in Der 
Fotografische Akt. The geographer Yi-Fu Tuan specialized in space and place, which will 
help to identify cutouts of space. These various theoreticians can assist in identifying as-
pects of technical and mechanical framing and constructing of space and place in Neue 
Welt. What are the consequences of such a cutout of existing space for the viewer and what 
are the consequences of cutting into place on the photograph?  
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1.1. Constructing Places through the Act of Framing 
 
While Tillmans traveled the world in order to depict it, he carefully selected motifs and 
photographed them from unusual vantage points. This practice is a mechanical and tech-
nical construction of place which is related to the use of photography. Henceforth, the fol-
lowing discussion may serve as a basis for more than one photographic series; neverthe-
less, certain aspects particularly apply to Neue Welt. As Tillmans’ chosen medium is pho-
tography, it is crucial to talk about common photographic fragments which create space 
and place. How is space and place created through the act of framing based on working 
with a camera? 
Turning Fragments of Spaces into Places 
 
In Tillmans’ Neue Welt, places are created through the act of framing at first. This has its 
roots in the use of a camera and goes along with many other photographic series. As this is 
a first step when taking a picture and constitutes particular choices of motifs, it is relevant 
to discuss this technical aspect of creating a photograph. 
The American writer and essayist Susan Sontag describes photographs not as a 
statement about the world but rather “as pieces of it” (4). The photographs in Tillmans’ 
series can be seen as unconnected and independent fragments but, nevertheless, each pho-
tograph conveys a system of information. Depicting a place carries more consequences 
with it than only detaching a piece from the world. The philosopher Edward Casey special-
ized in investigations of the notion of space and place. In his essay ‘Smooth Spaces and 
Rough-Edged Places: The Hidden History of Place’ (1997) he demonstrates how one is 
creating a unique place within space. In this sense, space is the surrounding room in which 
a unique experience takes place. Casey explains how he went camping in Maine, where he 
was encompassed by space consisting of open landscape. While he set up his tent, lit up a 
fire and had a conversation with his friends within this spatial openness, he created a spe-
cific place with his camp. The camp place was completely unique and even though he 
could have set up the exact same tent, lit up a fire and went camping with the same friends 
in a similar spatial environment, it would not have been the same place. He remarks that 
space therefore exists on its “twoness in its disparity from place, its binary other” (Casey 
270). The surrounding environmental space would have had an impact on the camp place. 
Tillmans moves around the world and creates unique places within space parallel to 
Casey’s demonstration with the camp in the spatial landscape. Each depiction of a certain 
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place ends up as an exclusive picture which could not be an exact reproduction in another 
spatial environment, even if they were similar. Again, this also counts for other photogra-
phers and creates a way of space and place which is true for the use of the camera. Fur-
thermore, in Tillmans’ work the notion of twoness of space is detectable. Through each 
space in which he lingers, Tillmans creates a place somehow disparate from the spatial 
environment and embraces the duality of space and place. 
The photograph Kilimanjaro, 2012 [Fig. 1] helps to understand the duality that cap-
turing a fragment calls forth. Tillmans wandered through the open landscape of the Kili-
manjaro region. At one point he decided to stop and take a picture. For this picture, he 
chose a certain fragment and the moment he released the shutter, a ‘new’ place was created 
within this fragment. The duality of the space is created by the place of the photographic 
fragment and its detachment from the space by which Tillmans was surrounded. Not only 
would the change of place have created a different picture, but also using a different angle 
would have altered the vantage point and therefore the spatial fragment created by Till-
mans. 
At this point, it is necessary to note that the presentation of the titles of the photo-
graphs to the viewer is irrelevant to Tillmans and he does not provide any direct signage. 
Tillmans does not set the focus on the place of the depiction of the photograph. The specif-
ic where does not matter to him. 
The Use of Particular Vantage Points 
 
Tillmans used particular vantage points based on the issue of working with photography 
but also based on the idea of playing with one’s expectations. Some photographs seem to 
contain a kind of duality in which two objects meet that do not really seem to fit together. 
In his famous book Camera Lucida (1981), the French philosopher and literary critic Ro-
land Barthes elaborated on the act of framing. He argues a ‘new’ place is constructed al-
ready through the act of framing. Taking a picture may evoke some kind of duality in 
which two intermittent aspects are being captured in its co-existence. Barthes gives an ex-
ample of the photographic series Nicaragua (1979) by Koen Wessing in which two nuns 
seem to be crossing a street in a destroyed neighborhood, whereas soldiers are on guard. In 
this case, the nuns and the soldiers build heterogeneous elements evoking an “adventure” 
(Barthes 23). Tillmans makes use of such different elements co-existing because of a cer-
tain way of framing too. Growth (2006) [Fig. 2], for example, shows an apartment building 
constructed out of brick stone where the wall is partly covered by a climbing plant. How-
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ever, there does not seem to be any commencement of or ground for the roots of the plant. 
One cannot see where the plant is growing from and, henceforth, two discontinuous essen-
tial features are the basis of an ‘adventure’ and build a specific place through the way the 
picture is framed. To further verify this point, one can look at the photograph astro crusto, 
a (2012) [Fig. 3]. It shows a fly resting on something colorful which seem to be the re-
maining crusts of eaten crabs. Clearly, these two elements again construct a ‘new’ place 
consisting of duality. 
With the act of framing in mind, the Russian artist and photographer Alexander 
Rodchenko notes that an “unusual vantage point” puts an existing place into another light. 
To him, it was necessary to depict a place from a surprising position and from an unfore-
seen angle of vision. As Rodchenko stated in ‘The Paths of Modern Photography’, “it is 
essential to take photographs of everyday, familiar subjects from completely unexpected 
vantage points and in completely unexpected positions” (261). This could only happen by 
rejecting the rules of painterly construction. Hence, photography follows its own laws of 
composition and its own laws of picturing a place (Brik 217). Especially through photog-
raphy, this ‘new’ way of looking at the world even more creates an unknown place that has 
never been seen before. It is possible to take in various positions and angles with a camera 
and change these rapidly. The Dutch art historians Hilde van Gelder and Helen Westgeest 
suggest in their book Photography Theory in Historical Perspective that taking a picture 
from an unexpected viewing angle creates a ‘new’ place (117). 
One can identify certain lens-based advantages in depicting the world through 
Tillmans’ series and space and place. For instance, the photograph Fespa (inkjet on water), 
2012 [Fig. 4], shows an unexpectedly close picture of a printer taken from a different angle 
than one would normally see. Another example is the photograph Porte-au-Prince, a, 2010 
[Fig. 5] showing the city from a bird’s eye perspective on a macro level. As Tillmans took 
the picture from above, it is possible to have a view of the city that one usually is not able 
to have. Thus, this certain fragment shows the place from quite a new perspective. These 
perspectives go along with Rodchenko’s idea that photography is a medium for images 
taken from unusual positions in a split second. 
Micro perspective comes into its own in Neue Welt, too. Tillmans’ photograph 
blacks from 2011 [Fig. 6] makes the notion of photography on a micro level clear. It shows 
the one culminating place where layers of clothes worn by a person – in various kinds of 
blacks – overlap. This intersection makes visible a kind of pattern by the depiction of the 
different fabrics of the garment on a micro level cut out from its macro level. Through this 
kind of vision, a place is captured in its utmost details and the human eye can perceive a 
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place quite new in its micro perspective. Through Tillmans’ alternation of the position, the 
perceiver has the chance to glimpse the world from a different perspective and in so doing, 
he/she is able to discover a ‘new’ place. 
 
This section has provided the answer to the question of how space and place is cre-
ated through the act of framing in a photographic series. Tillmans’ fragments are cut out 
from surrounding space that creates a ‘new’ place through duality and unusual vantage 
points. These various perspectives, which Tillmans makes use of, can create a depiction of 
the world on a macro level on the one hand and on a micro level on the other. 
1.2. The Impact of the (Digital) Camera on Space and Place 
 
In his earlier series Tillmans had never used a digital camera before. Mostly he took pho-
tographs with analogue cameras. He further created some abstract photographic series, in 
which he did not use a camera at all, so-called camera-less photography. Tillmans adapted 
to recent digital technology for Neue Welt as new digital cameras offered the same quality 
as his analogue 35 mm camera by the time he started his travels in 2009. Yet, fifteen per-
cent of Neue Welt is still depicted with an analogue camera (Tillmans qtd. in Tsjeng). The 
choice of the camera, analogue versus digital, alters the creation of the photographic space. 
The choice of not using a camera at all influences the perception of an image drastically. 
This also has an impact on the way a place is depicted and perceived. The first set of ques-
tions of this section addresses the differences of space and place between a photographic 
image and camera-less photography. How are space and place perceived in Neue Welt 
when depicted with a camera, and how is the notion of space and place perceived in a 
camera-less photograph such as in Tillmans’ series Silver? What are the differences? The 
second set of questions addresses the differences in the perception of space and place be-
tween an analogue and a digital camera within the series Neue Welt. How is space and 
place defined within the mechanical construction of the two kinds of cameras in Neue 
Welt? Is there a visual difference detectable? 
Centrifugal versus Centripetal Spaces 
 
In former works, Tillmans created photographs without the use of a camera at all. They are 
still called photographs, as he used all the means which it takes to create a photographic 
image except the camera. He made use of the impact of light, photosensitive paper and a 
dark room. Strikingly, a picture taken with a camera and one without the use of a camera 
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differ in provocation of thoughts. The former makes one think beyond the horizon of the 
fragment while the latter only evokes thought within its fragment. 
In What is Cinema? the film critic André Bazin mentions in detail the difference of 
perception in painting opposed to photography and film. A lens-based image evokes a 
“centrifugal” view on the images, hence, one immediately thinks of how the image goes on 
beyond its frames. Painting on the other hand, does not evoke such a thought and the one 
who is looking at a painting, looks at it within the framework. “The picture frame polarizes 
space inwards” (Bazin 166). This is what he calls a “centripetal” view, thus, the picture is 
complete within and does not evoke the question of how it goes on beyond the framework 
(Bazin 165-166).  
The theorist Philippe Dubois formulates Bazin’s idea in a slightly different way. He 
explains the comparison between the photographic space and the space of painting. On the 
one hand, there is the cutout and on the other there is the framework. The space of painting 
exists within a fixed space prior to the painter starting his work. The painter then paints 
within the confined space of an enclosed universe. The framed area is filled through accre-
tion. Thus, something is added. Opposed to the space of painting lies the photographic 
space, as the photographic space is created by subtraction from reality – from a space al-
ready existing (174). 
As is typical for Tillmans’ way of presenting, he juxtaposes his abstract works with 
another corpus of his photographic work (Relyea 97). In this case, he opposes Silver to 
Neue Welt in the correspondent book as well as exhibitions. For instance, if one looks at 
Neue Welt and at the photograph Turm, 2009 [Fig. 7], and compares it to the abstract pho-
tograph Silver 82, 2011 [Fig. 8], from Tillmans’ camera-less series Silver, what Bazin and 
Dubois have argued becomes clear. The photograph Turm evokes the question in one’s 
mind of how it goes on and what exists beyond the framework. The picture shows the 
Leaning Tower of Pisa depicted in such a way that the top and the bottom of the tower are 
cut off and one immediately completes the picture in one’s own mind. Thoughts are pro-
duced about what the space around the depicted place looks like. The fragment is subtract-
ed from a wider environmental space. The same goes for the image Porte-au-Prince as 
mentioned above. The fragment makes one think of the wider picture and allows one to 
continue in one’s mind the streets and houses outside of the photograph. 
As opposed to the lens-based image, the camera-less photograph Silver 82 does not 
evoke these kinds of associations and thoughts. The viewer immediately recognizes that 
the image was not a cutout from reality but rather an image created within a pre-given and 
pre-confined framework. The viewer observes the picture within its confined framework 
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and a centripetal approach is evident. The area to be filled is clear from the beginning in 
the series Silver. 
Silver is developed by alienating chemical processes with depleted or impure emul-
sion in the darkroom. Afterwards, Tillmans abrades or scratches the surface of the paper. 
These abstract camera-less photographs are not easy to read but emphasize the material 
and mechanical nature of analogue photography (Matzner). Although camera-less photog-
raphy presents various patterns, shadows and depth on its surface just like lens-based pho-
tographs, camera-less photographs “are, in fact, three-dimensional objects” (Lyle 179). 
Precisely through an abstract photograph, the two-dimensional surface of a photograph 
becomes clear. It is no longer possible to look through the photograph but rather there is 
the possibility of “seeing with it” (Lyle 180). Camera-less photography loses its references 
to the existing three-dimensional world and is no longer a representation image of ‘outer’ 
places. While framing is a priori enforced on a painting, this cannot be said of a photo-
graph. Abstract photographs such as Silver 82 with their “dark room interventions and ma-
nipulation of the exposure process bring forth images which do not depict reality but create 
their own abstract realities which appear strangely physical, visceral, and often erotically 
charged” (Birnbaum 24). Hereby a place is created from scratch where references to reality 
are made through the inscription of light. 
The consequences for the spectator lie in the shift in the de-contextualization of 
place. A photograph from the series Neue Welt creates a centrifugal place taken away from 
the context of its original space – the photographic place becomes decontextualized. The 
spectator puts the place back into its surrounding space in his or her mind and recreates the 
context of Neue Welt. In contrast to Neue Welt is the series Silver which creates centripetal 
places. These places are not taken away from its context as they were built within their 
own frames which created the context in the first place. In this case, the viewer solely fo-
cuses on the image within the frames. 
Analogue versus Digital 
 
Tillmans made use of a digital camera in the series Neue Welt for the first time. He still 
used the analogue camera but more rarely. There are not only differences in creating pho-
tographic space and place with or without a camera, as seen above, but the choice of the 
camera itself also has an impact on the photographic space. First, one should look at the 
finished printouts of Neue Welt. When observing the series, you do not seem to recognize 
any difference between what has been depicted with an analogue camera and what has 
been depicted with a digital camera. On the level of the surface of the printed photograph, 
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the choice of the camera does not appear to influence Neue Welt. However, there are con-
sequences in spatial creation if one looks beneath the surface.  
 One debate emerging over the differences between the analogue and the digital 
image had been rooted in the apparently easy manipulability of the digital image. On the 
one hand, the architect and urban designer William Mitchell argues that the preference for 
a digital camera over an analogue one lies in the simplicity of changing a digital image. He 
is aware of the fact that analogue photography had already been manipulated and yet, he 
argues that early manipulation practices had been occurring occasionally only. He further 
identifies the simplicity of manipulating a digital image, as he sees this kind of practice 
even as an essentiality to digital technology: “Computational tools for transforming, com-
bining, altering, and analyzing images are as essential to the digital artist as brushes and 
pigments to a painter” (Mitchell 6-7). On the other hand, the Russian new media theorist 
Lev Manovich identifies that there have always been different photography practices since 
its invention. He argues that photographs, which have been visibly and openly manipulat-
ed, exist alongside so-called straight photography. Whether a photograph is expected to be 
manipulated or not depends on the context in which a photograph is read and to what it 
wants to refer. “Digital photography does not subvert ‘normal’ photography because ‘nor-
mal’ photography never existed” (Manovich 12). The film theorist David Rodowick elabo-
rated on the shift from the analogue to the digital image in The Virtual Life of Film. In his 
book he concludes that a digital image will never lose all the parts of analogue characteris-
tics. “Today, digital photography presents an analogical message in digital form” 
(Rodowick 112). 
Tillmans has never heavily manipulated the photographs he took with an analogue 
camera. The production of the Contax Camera with a 50mm lens, which he used, was dis-
continued and this led him eventually to switch to a digital camera (‘Wolfgang Tillmans’). 
The change to new technology and the temptation of easy manipulability, however, did not 
alter his way of photographing. His technique remains the same, even though his camera is 
different nowadays. This is to say; he is using his digital camera just like his analogue one. 
This coincides with Manovich’s and Rodowick’s debate over the digital versus the ana-
logue. Yet, there is an influence on space and place derived from the choice of the camera 
in Neue Welt on closer inspection. 
  A digital camera captures an image in mathematical data, in numerical codes of 
zeros and ones. When processing it digitally, one realizes a digitally taken photograph 
comprises more data than the human eye is able to possibly observe (Manovich 2, 8-9). 
Digital photography is displayed on a computer through pixels. Rodowick states, “unlike 
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analogical representations, which have as their basis a transformation of substance isomor-
phic with an originating image, virtual representations derive all their powers from numer-
ical manipulation” (9). 
All digital images are based on numerical abstractions saved as bits. The digital im-
age is therefore not real but rather virtual. The American artist and philosopher Timothy 
Binkley noted that abstract mathematical codes allow a symbolization which could be said 
to be the first kind of “virtual reality” (93). Barthes’ and Bazin’s definition of the essence 
of analogue photography – the physical molding of traces of reality in filmic material – 
remains absent in digital photography (Rodowick 11). Grounded on these observations, it 
is possible to understand that any analogue photographs, and thus also Tillmans’ analogue 
pictures, have a physical imprint on the film. As opposed to the imprint, there is the digital 
capture, which is transcribed into virtual space as long as it is not printed. 
Tillmans is interested in the possibilities of digital photography with high definition 
and detailed large format prints. What one is able to detect in Tillmans’ series is the influ-
ence of high definition when looking at his exhibitions in which he prints out some photo-
graphs to a size covering the entire wall of a museum space. Only the meticulousness of 
high definition in digital photography made these large format prints even possible. It does 
not coincide with our daily perception of the world and conditions a change of our habits 
of visual perception (Metzner). The photograph Iguazu in the series was depicted by Till-
mans at the Iguazu Waterfalls in Brazil in 2010 [Fig. 9]. While one is standing in front of 
the waterfall, the human eye can only peer at the water falling down as a whole but it can 
never see the water-drops in their details. The place is encompassed by a constant blurri-
ness. After Tillmans photographed the waterfall and one is able to have a close look at an 
exorbitantly enlarged print of it, the waterfall becomes visible in its details and even indi-
vidual water drops come into view for human observation. Ultimately, the digitally photo-
graphed place had gone through an alternation by showing it in high definition. The field 
of vision had been expanded and with it, the way of seeing a place. 
 
The impact of the (digital) camera on space and place has made clear that photo-
graphic places which had been depicted with a camera are centrifugal, although less so 
than in film. Tillmans’ former abstract series creates a centripetal framework. The previous 
section has also discussed the changes of the utilization between an analogue and a digital 
camera and its consequences for Neue Welt. Tillmans does not differentiate between the 
two cameras and yet, high definition provides a very close glimpse at the world. At first 
sight, one is not able to tell which pictures in the series had been taken with which kind of 
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camera. The spatial impact only becomes clear in the production of the picture. The ana-
logue picture is an actual physical imprint; the digital image is virtual space. 
1.3. The Creation of Visibility of Photographic Place by Cutting into Space 
 
When the human eye wanders through space it is constantly pausing and creating dozens 
of places of which a person might not be aware. This happens unconsciously as the pause 
of the eye may just be a fleeting moment. The eye stops only at certain points of interest. 
Therefore, according to the geographer Yi-Fu Tuan, it is possible to define place among 
the various definitions as follows: “place is whatever stable object catches our attention” 
(Tuan 161). The short points of rest have still enough duration to create “an image of place 
that looms large momentarily in our view” (Tuan 161). It is impossible to observe a land-
scape in general; for example, a person is admiring a beautiful mountain range and even 
though he or she thinks to have been able to capture it with a camera, the image turns out 
to be rather disappointing. The photograph could reveal “a midget where we would expect 
to find a giant” (Tuan 161). In one instance, capturing such short breaks creates ‘new’ 
places; in the other, it is a cutout of the entire space. As aforementioned, Bazin recognized 
that a lens-based image, unlike a painting, is centrifugal. Film is more centrifugal than pho-
tography because of the filmic movement which makes one anticipate the surroundings 
beyond the frame about to be shown. The photographic space is not predetermined but it is 
rather a space subtracted from an entirety, hence, it is an act of cutting out.  
Dubois describes in Der Fotografische Akt four theoretical consequences of cutting 
into space. The first consequence can be described as referential space, which refers to 
something taken away from a whole. Second, Dubois talks about the represented space, 
which refers to the image inside the space of its content. It is about the content as a referen-
tial section of space which has been transferred into it. Third, he discusses space of repre-
sentation in photography. The image itself is the carrier of the inscription of space. The 
edges of the frame arbitrarily construct a repository of space (Dubois 205). The last conse-
quence is the topological space of the observer. Each photograph is an articulation of these 
four kinds of space by the act of framing. The effects can still be quite different (Dubois 
175). The second and third consequences – represented space and space of representation – 
belongs to the photographic space itself, thus, the creation of the picture and what can be 
seen in it. The first and fourth consequence – referential space and topological space – be-
long to the exterior relation of a photograph (Dubois 175, 209). In Dubois’ view, these 
consequences are related to the term ‘topology’. Topology marks the consciousness of the 
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presence of one’s body in the world. The referential space is orthogonally arranged and 
accords with the structural space of representation of the photograph. The picture is ar-
ranged by a horizontal gaze at things - just as the way we move around in the world with 
our body. Thus, the represented space and the space of representation correspond to our 
topological position. A photograph is captured the way one contemplates the world (210). 
Dubois’ notion of consequences in cutting into space can provide insight when in-
vestigating the notion of space and place in Tillmans’ works. The photographic space of 
young man, Jeddah, a, 2012 [Fig. 10], shows an Arab who is wearing a long and festive 
garment and is leaning against his car. The color of his car is pink while his garment is 
bright red. Tillmans captured the picture in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (Ackermann). In this 
sense, the represented space is the photograph which refers to this man standing in front of 
what seems to be his own car on that certain location. The exterior relation to the photo-
graph shows the photographic referential space now, which was taken away from the urban 
landscape of Jeddah and, simultaneously, Tillmans created a topological space as an ob-
server. 
However, a photographic space holds off from including a bodily presence, accord-
ing to the American media theorist Vivian Sobchack. A photographic image captures a 
moment of space, 
 
“but at a cost. A moment cannot be inhabited. It cannot entertain in the abstraction of its 
visible space, its single and static point of view, the presence of a lived body – and so it 
does not really invite the spectator into the scene (although it may invite contemplation of 
the scene)” (132). 
 
The photographic space is, rather, constructed as something which can be physical-
ly held. One only looks at the space but does not feel catalyzed into the space with one’s 
body. The captured space in a photograph is “‘thin’ insubstantial space that keeps the 
lived-body out […]” (132). 
The topographic landscape is explained by the human geographer Tim Cresswell as 
the topography of a portion of land with the “notion of vision”. His idea of landscape is a 
visual one. Cresswell argues that one does not live in landscape but only looks at it 
(Cresswell 10-11). Describing a place is, thus, a “geographical imagination” (Schwartz and 
Ryan 3). Photography shapes the way we perceive a place. Geographical imagination helps 
mankind to get to know the world and, eventually, people are able to situate themselves 
within space (Schwartz and Ryan 6).  
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For most of the pictures in Neue Welt, Tillmans shows them in a natural topological 
position and creates a photographic place according to Dubois’ definition. Yet, there are 
some photographs by Tillmans which are from an inhuman topological viewpoint, such as 
depicting Porte-au-Prince from a bird’s eye perspective. Yet, one is able to place oneself 
within space with the support of geographical imagination. In accordance with Sobchack, 
the viewer might contemplate about the photographic space captured but he/she will not 
really be invited into the setting. Thus, Tillmans’ series is not only full of oppositions; the 
photographs can contradict themselves considering the aforementioned perspectives. 
 
This chapter made clear that Tillmans’ series is full of differences concerning technical and 
mechanical framing and construction of space and place. Neue Welt is full of oppositional 
pairs. Tillmans uses different kinds of particular viewpoints, creating ‘new’ photographic 
places. The pictures of Neue Welt are centrifugal because they are photographs depicted 
with a camera. In contrast to the centrifugal places, Tillmans’ abstract series, Silver, creates 
centripetal places. While on the one hand, photographs taken with a high-resolution digital 
camera in Neue Welt can show a place on a micro level that creates a ‘new’ place and ex-
pands human vision; on the other hand, Tillmans expands human vision by choosing to 
depict a motif from a macro level. Regardless of whether he photographed from a micro or 
macro perspective, he created introspective space within his photographic frames. 
When looking at the oppositional pairs, the viewer becomes aware of the diversity 
of the photographs within Neue Welt as well as various methodological choices made by 
Tillmans. The book shows these contradictions in a surprisingly but seemingly random 
structure.  
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2. Social and Cultural Constructions of Spaces and Places in Neue Welt 
 
Tillmans’ curiosity about the world led him visualize social conditions and constellations 
made up of people, places of transit and technology and science. The depiction of social 
conditions and constellations revolves around the question of how life is constituted on 
earth and how people assess life. Social conditions are created by humanity. Briefly, he 
described the world as it came into sight to a person who travels (Tillmans 5-23). The fo-
cus in the content of Tillmans’ photographs determines additional ways to investigate the 
notion of space and place in his series. This chapter will elaborate on what kinds of social 
and cultural spaces and places are created in Neue Welt on the basis of contents, context 
and composition of the photographs and on what kinds of consequences result from the 
perception of the series. 
Here, social and cultural concepts of space and place are relevant. One important 
concept of places concerning society and culture was analyzed by the anthropologist Marc 
Augé. He considered anthropological places and non-places in Non-Places: An Introduc-
tion to Supermodernity. The first section will elaborate on Augé’s various kinds of places 
detectable in Tillmans’ series and give an answer to the question of how they can be relat-
ed to Neue Welt. 
Tillmans investigated the idea of a well-known location as imagined by the western 
world and he contrasts famous places to ‘banal’ ones (Tillmans 8-9). For the reason he 
only had a short amount of time at each location, it was not possible for him to really dig 
into the culture. He had to depict what he came across in just a few days. At this speed, he 
reads the world from a superficial level. The western world tends to glorify the exotic; 
hence, we believe to know how a place exists but we rarely get to have an on-place local 
view. Tillmans’ photographs are about existence versus construction, normality versus 
unfamiliarity, in a world where commodity objects are virally present and social conditions 
and constellations look very much alike but everyone still has preconceived opinions and 
stereotypes. It is also about myths. The geographer Yi-Fu Tuan is concerned with mythol-
ogy of space and place. The notion of mythology can be related to expectations of faraway 
places which have emerged through travel photography. How does the influence of Till-
mans’ depiction of the world as a traveler affect space and place and what is the difference 
to vernacular touristic photography? 
 How does the content of borders of a photograph create space and place connected 
to social and cultural characteristics and what can be the role of urban space? Urbanity is a 
motif depicted by Tillmans, literal in the forms of buildings and cities and yet, architectural 
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composition also plays a role in the arrangement of his objects. For this part, it is relevant 
to take into account an essay of architect Mark Wigley. He has written about the spatial 
components of Tillmans’ photographs from an architectural point of view. Additionally, 
the human geographer Tim Cresswell is an expert in the field of space and place within 
social and cultural conditions. In his book In Place/Out of Place, Cresswell researches 
what it means to be in place or out of place and how the beholder can be included or ex-
cluded.  
2.1. Anthropological Places versus Non-Places in Neue Welt 
 
Tillmans was interested in depicting people in their social constellations. He also took pho-
tographs of points of transit such as airports and malls, as well as photographs of a hotel 
room or of the interior of a high-speed train. There is a significant difference between these 
kinds of places for their relational and historical matter as well as their role of identity for 
people. Marc Augé differentiated between anthropological places and non-places in his 
book Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity. What is the difference between 
Tillmans’ photographs concerning anthropological place and non-place? When is a photo-
graph in Tillmans’ series a depiction of a non-place? What does it say about the ‘new’ 
world that Tillmans is illustrating? 
Anthropological Places 
 
A place, according to Augé, is resided by inhabitants who are living, cultivating and de-
fending it. They do not shy away from keeping the borders of their place under surveil-
lance. It does not matter whether the origins of the inhabitants of a place are diverse, they 
still feel united and are established as a group “by the identity of the place” (Augé 42, 45). 
In such a place, social orders are at stake. They are created through cultural norms deriving 
from “the organization of space and founding of places, inside a given social group” (Augé 
51). Each member of a collective has the desire “to symbolize the components of shared 
identity” by being aware of both their identity and relations (Augé 51). Such an institution-
alized common place of culture and social order is what Augé defines as the “anthropolog-
ical place”. 
Tillman’s photograph library ladies, (São Paulo), 2010 [Fig. 11], for instance, can 
be an exemplar of an anthropological place. Tillmans photographed five ladies sitting 
around a table in a library in São Paulo. The ladies are delving into their reading lecture. In 
the background, a few more library goers are visible, as well as the concrete structure of 
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the library. Signs show the section of literature which is located in this particular area. It is 
affiliated with, as what Augé calls, “spatial arrangements” responsible for identifying a 
group within a place (Augé 45). The people in these pictures constitute a meaning for this 
certain place. The ladies in the library might have various origins but are altogether united 
around the table in the library. The walls of the building mark the borders of the library as 
an anthropological place. This assembly creates the identity of a certain place. Such a 
meaningful place is an anthropological one in Augé’s terms (51). Library ladies is only 
one example of various anthropological places in Neue Welt. About a quarter of the photo-
graphs show an anthropological place in the corpus of work here discussed. 
Non-Places 
 
If, according to Augé, non-places proliferate around the world, then Tillmans‘ interest in 
the current state of the world means that it was inevitable that he should come across non-
places. But what is a non-place? 
A non-place is basically the opposite of an anthropological place. Augé makes this 
clear by declaring, “if a place can be defined as relational, historical and concerned with 
identity, then a space that cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or concerned with 
identity will be a non-place” (77-78). Just like places, non-places cannot be encountered in 
absolute shape. They reconstruct themselves. “Place and non-place are rather like opposed 
polarities: the first is never completely erased, the second never totally completed; they are 
like palimpsest on which the scrambled game of identity and relations is ceaselessly rewrit-
ten” (Augé 79). 
The Canadian geographer Edward Relph engages in his book Place and Placeless-
ness with the term ‘placelessness’ which can be compared to Augé’s non-place. To Relph, 
a place can be authentic or inauthentic. If a place conveys an authentic understanding it is 
 
“a direct and genuine experience of the entire complex of the identity of places – not medi-
ated and distorted through a series of quite arbitrary social and intellectual fashions about 
how that experience should be, nor following stereotyped conventions” (Relph 64). 
 
The modern world we encounter today is gradually being replaced with placelessness. He 
argues that places lose their authenticity and significance by standardization. They simply 
become inauthentic. Some values become uncritically acknowledged through the dissemi-
nation of mass media and mass culture. Standardization stimulates “the casual replacement 
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of the diverse and significant places of the world with anonymous spaces and exchangea-
ble environments” (Relph 143). 
 Tillmans’ TGV, 2010, [Fig. 12] shows the interior of a French high-speed train. One 
is able to see the train furniture, such as a bar and compartments of seats in which a person 
is traveling. A sign next to the emergency aid tells us that Tillmans is staying in second 
class. The picture of a crossed out cigarette conveys the information that smoking is pro-
hibited. Nowadays, high-speed trains resemble the interior of planes. Not so long ago, 
when trains moved in a slower pace, it was possible for the inquisitive traveler to read the 
signs adorning the stations. Therefore, one was able to place oneself within at least some 
kind of geographical location. This is no longer possible with the extreme rate of motion of 
trains. All the more, a photograph taken inside a high-speed train turns the speed into still-
ness and, through this, also erases a sense of geographical location. 
In a high-speed train, one is within a confined place in which shared similarity is 
built. A non-place demands “contractual relations” such as, for instance, a ticket which 
allows a traveler to legally ride a train (Augé 99-102). In the example of TGV, Tillmans 
and the other passengers were only allowed to enter the train when they had bought a tick-
et. Augé makes clear that in order to enter the anonymity of a non-place, one has to reveal 
his/her identity first. One has to give proof of one’s innocence. Tillmans himself, as well as 
the other passenger, have to be exonerated from any kind of delinquency. “A person enter-
ing the space of non-place is relieved of his usual determinants. He becomes no more than 
what he does or experiences in the role of passenger, customer or driver” (Augé 103). One 
enters into the delight of role-playing and is able to enjoy the temporal outage of identity. 
Hence, non-places are not constituents of singularity but of resemblance and reclusion. 
 TGV is presented on a single page next to a picture of the series Silver in the book 
Neue Welt. In this case, it is the colors that form an interconnection as both images have 
violet and purple at their premise. The photographs before TGV show the lively streets of 
Addis Ababa and the pages after it and Silver show car headlights followed by photographs 
of places in nature. Within a few pages, the viewer is taken from a traditional anthropolog-
ical place in Africa to a western non-place of the modern world that formally goes along 
with a work of the series Silver. One page further, one can continue with the subgroup of 
technology in the modern world such as the advancement of headlights. Next, this sub-
group is opposed to places of nature that become part of the social world also when inte-
grated in the entire corpus of work in the book. 
Other examples of non-places or placelessness in Neue Welt are provided by the 
photograph of a hotel room titled Jurys Inn, 2010, [Fig. 13], an airport as a transit point 
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such as Rest of World, 2009, [Fig. 14] or one of the numerous pictures of shopping malls 
such as Jeddah mall I, 2012 [Fig. 15]. These pictures represent the idea of non-places and 
placelessness. Tillmans portrays standardization derived by globalization. It does not mat-
ter in which city the hotel room was located, as a non-place it is a point of transit just as 
any other hotel room. The idea of the combination of certain elements, such as red-
carpeted floor, unpleasant lamp stands and specific abstract paintings create a standardized 
room (Tillmans 18). Airports and malls behave parallel to the hotel room. Identification is 
required when using services of these places. In malls, this process happens when people 
pay with debit or credit cards. Additionally, airports and malls consist of standardized ele-
ments. 
 Jurys Inn is presented next to another work of the series Silver. In this case, it is 
also a formal arrangement and the similar colors match each other. Rest of World is set 
next to Silver 100, another work of the abstract series. Although it is also a formal ar-
rangement, this time the colors are opposed to one another. The faded and decent colors of 
the airport hallway meet the vibrant orange of Silver 100. The preceding double page 
shows a market scene in Africa that makes up an anthropological place. The photograph 
following Rest of World and Silver 100 shows an anthropological place too, only this time 
a street scene of western society. As opposed to previously discussed non-places, Jeddah 
mall I is a single photograph of a double page. It follows photographs of anthropological 
places in Africa presenting conferences of activists.  
As explained above, the avoidance of places of transit would have been unfeasible 
for Tillmans as a traveler. Due to the necessity of using hotels and public transportation for 
Tillmans’ purpose of traveling the world, he was unable to avoid points of transit. This is 
one of the reasons he encountered non-places. Interestingly, tourists frequently come 
across points of transits also but, unlike Tillmans, they do not care to photograph non-
places. The second reason lies in his aim of depicting the current state of the world and, as 
non-places grow exuberantly, they certainly belong to a documentation of the present. 
About five to ten percent of the photographs in the series show such points of transit, 
which Augé labels as non-places. In the book, some of the non-places are juxtaposed with 
the series Silver. Other non-places are almost topologically arranged on a double spread-
sheet and some photographs of non-places set on a whole double page. 
When non-places are in a group with each other or juxtaposed with the series Sil-
ver, one is made aware of the inability of relating the places to a certain location. Only in 
the entire corpus of work are confrontations between anthropological places and non-
places to be found. It becomes clear how meaning is indeed related to anthropological 
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places, as immediate relations and associations are built to precise localities but such evo-
cations are not fostered in non-places. One combination of photographs aforementioned 
that evokes such oppositions in the sequence of the series centers on TGV. The sequence 
[Fig. Book Sequence 1] starts with anthropological places, then the inside of the train as a 
non-place that is formally arranged next to a work of Tillmans’ abstract series is shown. 
The sequence goes on with a subgroup of technological advancement, which is countered 
to photographs of places of nature. Looking at this sequence, one can find contradictions 
between traditional as well as less advanced places and technologically developed ones. 
One subgroup of oppositions turns into a larger group of antagonism. 
Photographs of non-places which stand alone or together with other non-places as 
well as with works of Silver emphasize the isolation of such points of transit. Usually, tour-
ists do not photograph these places and yet they are a part of society. This can be seen 
when looking at the entirety of the corpus of work in which anthropological places still 
play an important and bigger part. This provides the answer to the question of how non-
places and placelessness is related to Tillmans’ series and how they are opposed to anthro-
pological places. 
2.2. Neue Welt, Travel Photography and Mythical Places 
 
Tillmans contrasted seemingly everyday places with famous locations. He did not “glorify 
the exotic as such” as other travelers might do and he was aware of succumbing to “ethno-
logical temptation” (Tillmans 11). But what are the influences of depicting space and place 
as a traveler and what is the difference to how tourists usually photograph their journeys? 
What is the role of mythical places in Neue Welt? 
Creating Places through Travel Photography 
 
Strikingly, Tillmans’ photographs represent a very wide variety of different places from 
around the world. In an interview with “Die Welt” he enumerated some of the places he 
had visited. He started with a journey to Lampedusa and Tunisia and went on to Palestine, 
China, India, Papua New Guinea, Tasmania, Australia, Saudi-Arabia, Ethiopia, Tanzania, 
Brazil, Argentina, Haiti, the Philippines and India (Ackermann). At first sight, Tillmans’ 
series could be the photographs of a travel photographer. On second look, one realizes the 
differences that exist between Neue Welt and travel photography. 
It was not by chance that Tillmans chose to photograph on Lampedusa, for in-
stance, an island in the Mediterranean Sea which is popular with both asylum seekers and 
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tourists. The issues with African immigrants on Lampedusa are often depicted by docu-
mentary photographers. Tillmans photographed the same places in a non-documentary 
approach. Instead of depicting an overcrowded boat or beautiful beaches, he shows the 
aggregation of remnants of destroyed boats or Italian border control in the form of a ship 
on patrol. This gives another view on the issue freed from documentary rules of depiction 
and certainly, Tillmans’ photographs do not mimic how tourists visualize Lampedusa ei-
ther. This shows one difference from documentary and vernacular photography to art pho-
tography. 
As the series plays with expectations, it also plays on the reception of faraway plac-
es. To find one of the answers to the questions above, one can go back to the geographer 
David Harvey. He has written about the way we experience a place as preconceived by 
expectations. 
 
“Reading a book about Patagonia will likely affect how we experience that place when we 
travel there even if we experience considerable cognitive dissonance between expectations 
generated by the written word and how it actually feels upon the ground” (Harvey 8). 
 
Already before the photographic medium was invented, other media such as prints, illus-
trations, paintings and writings about traveling dictated the theme of travel photography 
(Harvey 32). Soon after traveling became a popular but special activity for a family, it was 
unthinkable to leave the camera at home. “It seems positively unnatural to travel for pleas-
ure without taking a camera along” (Sontag 9). When photography came along, it was the 
pictures above all which shaped expectations and preconceived opinions. Before 1900, 
people got to know the world through photographs which came from unknown and exotic 
places. The depiction of those places suggested their actual existence. Instead of listening 
to the rare stories of travelers and looking at their pictures, it became popular with the 
middle-class to undertake journeys themselves. They bought postcards at the place of in-
terest and took scenic pictures themselves. When both traveling and photography became 
more affordable, the working-class could afford to go on their own journeys and visit plac-
es by themselves. They started to locate the places of the scenic postcards they had previ-
ously seen for the purpose of taking the same kind of pictures (Wells 123-124). 
To understand the connection to Tillmans’ Neue Welt, it is useful to consider the 
essay ‘The Geography Lesson: photographs and the construction of imaginative geogra-
phies’ written by the historical geographer Joan Schwartz. She analyzed how travel pho-
tography had helped to design geography in one’s imagination. In the beginning, travelers 
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who returned with photographs from far distant places made it possible for viewers to gaze 
at “famous parts of the globe” (Schwartz 18). Various kinds of intellectuals such as au-
thors, philosophers and poets started to be inspired by such photographs from other, as yet 
unseen places (Schwartz 18). Schwartz makes the distinction between travelers who trav-
eled for the sake of the journey who happened to carry a camera with them and photogra-
phers who traveled for taking pictures. Both were prejudiced before commencing a journey 
but handled the photographing of places distinctively. The former influenced the way dis-
tant places were perceived, the latter ones “coloured the way in which their photographs 
were taken. [V]isual agendas […] were defined by cultural determinations of what was 
memorable or worthy of recording” (29). Tillmans traveled for the sake of taking photo-
graphs. 
 William Hunter, a researcher in the field of representation in cultural tourism, ar-
gues that “must-see” places evolved through the reproduction of the depiction of the same 
sceneries captured by tourists themselves (354). In this regard, the social and cultural geog-
rapher Jonas Larsen mentions the “camera tourist” who takes photographs which create 
easy to foretell pictures of easy to foretell places (420). This creates a certain agenda for 
tourists, where photographing such places becomes a souvenir and the journey is being 
mapped. Additionally, it helps the development of touristic places (Suchman and Trigg 
145). The idea of taking travel photographs remains a process of documentation of the 
journey that shall last as long as possible and to satisfy the intense desire to know about 
places and people from far away, conveyed through photographs (Snow 2015). 
 Two examples of expectations from Neue Welt evoked through travel photography 
are limousine, 2010 [Fig. 16] and family home (Trobriand Islands), 2011 [Fig. 17]. The 
former shows a limousine in front of a shop of the jewelry giant DeBeers. The photograph 
came into being in New York on 5th Avenue. This is a photograph confirming such travel 
expectations developed through the century and the image of 5th Avenue, New York. If one 
thought of a limousine, he or she would not find it unusual to find it in front of DeBeers. In 
this case, a common expectancy is fulfilled. The second photograph does not quite fulfill 
these expectations in the same way. The photograph of a cottage on the beach in Papua 
New Guinea corresponds to our western idea of paradise on an island. It is “the epitome of 
the island paradise cliché, but, in reality, shows a family residence” (Tillmans 19). Till-
mans explains, 
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“[i]t is probably becoming increasingly difficult as an individual to make an individually 
valid depiction of the ‘world’ because people are overrun, like never before, by an incredi-
ble number of preconceived opinions and pictures of an unknown magnitude […]” (19). 
 
This verifies the point that expectations and opinions have been created through photog-
raphy and travel photography. Our minds create pictures and expectations of places that we 
have never visited before. In the case of family home our expected idea of the place chang-
es when one acquires background knowledge. Without knowing it, people from the west-
ern world would not think of a wooden cottage on an island paradise as an everyday family 
house. Tourists show bias by the ubiquity of pictures in the world. To tourists, it looks 
more like the perfect island paradise. Since Tillmans depicts remote places that one is un-
likely to know or have seen in reality before, one’s thoughts build ideas of such places. 
(Un-)Familiar Places and Mythology in Neue Welt 
 
Expectations also have to do with myths. Schwartz and Ryan state, “photography remains 
a powerful tool in our engagement with the world around us. Through photographs, we 
see, we remember, we imagine: we ‘picture place’” (1). Although photographs prove that 
one has been to a certain place, it also shows that one has not gotten very far at all by re-
producing the images already known, discovered through the optical use of places leading 
to their myth (Picken 249). 
 Tuan discusses the myth connected to space and place. “Myth is often contrasted 
with reality. Myths flourish in the absence of precise knowledge” (85). As one grows up in 
a particular society and culture, knowledge about other geographical places remains lim-
ited and can even be biased. Mythical space consists of “pragmatic space” defined by a 
distorted field of inadequate knowledge encircling empirically acknowledged areas. For 
example, the moment one maps out what there exists beyond a mountain range, mythical 
places are created which are based on empirically known facts but might differ from reali-
ty. The “conceptual extension of the familiar and workaday spaces given by direct experi-
ence […] constructs mythical geographies” (Tuan 86). 
The romantic idea of a cottage on the beach of an island paradise exists as a myth 
from a western perspective. It is created by fuzzy knowledge of a place which we perceive 
within the confined conception of a faraway island. This has created a mythical place, 
which is demystified by the idea of the everyday house on the beach and the acknowl-
edgement of the imagination that created this faraway ‘reality’. 
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 In contrary to touristic photography, Tillmans creates fine-art photography which 
plays with the viewer’s expectations. He did not reproduce often seen pictures of certain 
places but pictured everyday places. On the one hand, the act of conveying faraway places 
in a picture of daily routine leads to a demystification of the exotic place; on the other 
hand, people with western viewpoints discover faraway places from a new angle. Tillmans 
explains that his journey was in fact not a journey but a walk through the cities with which 
he was already familiar or which were not exotic to him at all. He visited famous places as 
well as unknown places in remote countries (qtd. in ‘Wolfgang Tillmans – Der Fotograf 
über HD-Welten’). 
  
The influence of depicting the world as a traveler lies in the consequences of super-
ficiality. As argued above, since Tillmans can only stay at a place for a short amount of 
time, he cannot really dig into the culture. In that sense, it is similar to tourist photography. 
However, the way he depicts the places and because he traveled to remote places, makes 
his work different from touristic photography. He is not part of the reproduction process of 
famous places except in rare cases such as the photograph of the Iguazu Waterfall. Even 
when Tillmans is depicting a famous place, he does it differently from amateur photogra-
phers. He continually plays with satisfying or provoking expectations in any case and thus, 
alters the perception of places from western perspectives. 
This can be illustrated again by the photographs of Lampedusa and its border con-
trol. The photograph Lampedusa, 2008 [Fig. 18], shows wrecks on the beach of Lampedu-
sa and demystifies not only the beautiful and carefree island a tourist expects to encounter 
for his/her vacation, but it also demystifies the myth of a rich and safe western life from 
the point of view of an African immigrant. Although the viewer does not know that the 
depictions are Lampedusa, as the titles of the photographs are only to be found if someone 
is looking for them, one can gain an understanding of some kind of tragedy that must have 
happened on that beach. If the picture did not hold this conveyance of tragedy, one could 
develop the idea that this beach could also be used for touristic pursuits such as swimming 
and lying in the sun. 
2.3. From the Role of Urban Spaces to the Consequences of Social Borders 
 
In Neue Welt one can find many pictures of buildings, cities and different surfaces of struc-
tures. Not only does Tillmans depict literal architectural spaces but he also creates archi-
tectural space in the sense of aligning different objects which creates content and meaning. 
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The way of arrangement may include an object which does not belong with the others 
within the borders of the photograph created by urban space. The object might seem to be 
out of place. How can urban space be defined in Tillmans’ work and what is the influence 
of the notion of in and out of place? 
According to the architect and author Mark Wigley, the elemental subject matter of 
Tillmans is space. In his essay ‘The Space of Exposure’ he argues that the perception of 
“everything” evoked through Tillmans’ photographs is due to the production of a definite 
assortment. The apparently never-ending heterogeneity results from a specific restriction. 
Wigley detects the importance of architecture in Tillmans’ photographs which “is most 
precise and hyper-controlled”. Each picture depicted by Tillmans transmits “a sensitivity to 
space, a sculptural, if not architectural, sensibility. Space might be the only underlying 
theme of Tillmans’ work” (Wigley 150). The “architectural space” as it exists in Tillmans’ 
work cannot easily be discovered on the basis of his travels. In fact, something is made-up 
and he is staging the architectural space in his photographs. Some objects are rearranged in 
a certain way, people captured in particular positions, wearing certain clothes, or living in a 
specific scenario. Some pictures seem to be staged, although they are not, while other pic-
tures are perceived as not staged at all, although Tillmans certainly may have staged them. 
“In each case, all evidence of rearrangement is removed so that the staged scenes are expe-
rienced as found, and the found scenes are experienced as precisely arranged” (Wigley 
150). Wigley suggests Tillmans is working “with an architectural eye” (154). Thus, Till-
mans creates an arrangement of objects in the photographed place; the objects are turned 
into a sense of architectural space. In Neue Welt, as mentioned above, Tillmans actually 
photographed buildings and architectural elements.  
 
“Photographs of actual buildings come as quite a shock in the array because they suddenly 
make literal the underlying spatial theme, expanding out the depth that in most of the im-
ages has been compacted into the surface or found within it” (Wigley 154). 
 
In Tillmans’ architectural compositions, he opposed normality to unfamiliarity and the 
exotic. These compositions, which grab one’s attention in Tillmans’ work, are composed 
of imbalance. One of the photographs in the series shows a man walking towards the West 
Bank wall. He is facing the wall and one is able to grasp the exclusion forced upon him by 
the construction of this physical and social border. The man does not belong to the group 
beyond the wall and would be out of place on the other side of it, as well as the other way 
around. The composition seems to be naturally found by Tillmans, yet, he arranged it in 
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this certain way by choosing the framework. The same goes for Ushuaia Digitalis, 2010 
[Fig. 19]. The photograph shows a flower blossoming in a seemingly uninhabitable place. 
The asphalt of the street in the background makes it appear implausible for something or-
ganic to grow; yet the flower is surviving. Even the picture of the young man dressed in a 
vibrant color in front of the pink car in Jeddah implies a disparity from a western perspec-
tive. Western viewpoints act on the assumption of white gowns that men usually wear in 
the Middle East, not to mention the colorful Honda he seems to possess. They evoke a no-
tion of imbalance within urban space and within Tillmans’ architectural compositions of 
distinct objects in his photographs. 
 One of the first thinkers that indicated the observation of each object belonging to 
its appropriate place was Aristotle (qtd. in Agnew 13-14). The geographic researcher Mi-
chael Curry made this point clear by acknowledging the “intrinsic or internal” relation be-
tween a matter and the proper place it is part of. He states, “[w]hen things are not where 
they belong, when they are out of place, they cannot truly be themselves” (48). 
 At this point, it is relevant to consider Cresswell’s definition of an element that is 
out of place, which he outlines as “anachorism”. The invention of this word parallels 
“anachronism”, the idea of “thinking about things in the wrong time” (166). Cresswell 
argues in his book In Place/Out of Place, that geographical order depends on the action of 
creating borders. While in the first chapter the mechanical and technical act of framing was 
addressed, in this section the act of creating borders within the photograph is looked at 
with regards to content. According to Cresswell, “the geographical classification of society 
and culture is constantly structured in relation to the unacceptable, the other, the dirty” (In 
Place/Out of Place 149). A majority that lies at the heart of a place always needs a minori-
ty at its circumference. As place is a meaningful location according to Cresswell, it is em-
bedded with geography, culture and society. The center as a supremacy is considered to be 
ordinary. Ideological beliefs of justice and injustice relate to place. Thus, deviance, which 
consists of abnormality, is in that sense “out of place” (Cresswell In Place/Out of Place 
150). 
When going back to Tillmans’ photograph of the flower in the street with the 
knowledge we have gained about in and out of place, it becomes clear that it is an architec-
tural composition of urban space in which the flower is out of place. At the center of the 
place lies the street with its asphalt that is a man-made environment. The organic element 
lies at the margin of the place and its deviance creates a sense of imbalance and the organic 
being out of place. The photograph of the young man in Jeddah evidently demonstrates the 
notion of ideology of a place by its surrounding borders. From a western perspective, the 
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usage of vibrant colors by a Saudi Arabian man does not go along with our ideologically 
loaded idea of what the Middle Eastern world looks like. It creates a sense of ‘out of place’ 
from a western perspective but might not do so from a Near Eastern perspective. No evo-
cation of ‘out of place’ might appear to a Middle Eastern person looking at the same pho-
tograph. To him/her, everything might be in place. 
 
This chapter has expounded how Tillmans’ series discloses images and pairs of op-
positions uncovered by social and cultural constructions of spaces and places. Non-places 
are opposed to anthropological ones. In his corpus of work, Tillmans juxtaposes non-
places with his series Silver or sorts them in a topological way. In the arrangement of the 
photographs in the book, non-places follow immediately after anthropological places.  
Moreover, Tillmans’ method of creating fragments of the world is different from 
vernacular touristic photography. Not only does he take pictures of places that tourist pho-
tographers do not such as non-places or politically problematic places, he also plays with 
the expectations of places from a western perspective by photographing faraway places. 
Tillmans creates confliction between places that in one instance confirm western ideas of 
paradise islands, as seen above, and in the other turn out to be different from what one ex-
pected. Tillmans expands the western vision of the world and shows places less familiar to 
the western world by photographing unknown and banal localities and contrasts them to 
popular locations. Mythical places are demystified or they are put next to unfamiliar plac-
es. Urban spaces and social borders create photographs of content that is in or out of place. 
Another prominent group of photographs in his corpus of work of Neue Welt deals 
with natural formations. These photographs show the forming of clouds in the sky or a 
bunch of trees in the Savannah, for example. The inclusion of natural formations in a cor-
pus of work dealing with humanity shows that natural places are a part of this world and 
shape social and cultural places. Furthermore, natural formations are another contradiction 
that can be uncovered. In this case, places of nature are set in contrast to man-made places. 
In the end, he brings these photographed places of the world together in a museum 
or in a book and thus, influences a local place such as the museum that is an actor in the 
global art world. When displaying Neue Welt, Tillmans makes use of these discrepancies. 
The consequences and meanings of his oppositions and juxtapositions will be addressed in 
the third chapter.  
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3. From Outer Place into the Exhibition Space 
 
Tillmans is not only famous for his photographic works themselves, but equally for his 
unique way of making use of the exhibition space. Neue Welt was in some ways exhibited 
quite differently in the museum space compared to his former shows. Yet, his distinctive 
manner of exhibiting remains unmistakable. This is also true for his books. The pictures in 
his books are displayed in unexpected juxtapositions. In a broader sense of exhibition 
space, this chapter will also address Tillmans’ book Neue Welt as a space of display. How 
does the context of an exhibition room or a book as a ‘place’ give insight into meanings of 
Tillmans’ photographs in Neue Welt? 
 Comparing more common exhibition practices and former exhibitions by Tillmans 
with Neue Welt will determine how the museum space influences meaning in Tillmans’ 
series. Neue Welt was shown at Kunsthalle Zürich in 2012 for the first time. It was curated 
by Beatrix Ruf, the director of the Kunsthalle Zürich at that time, in collaboration with 
Tillmans. Tillmans plays with juxtapositions of his photographs in the exhibition space as 
well as the space of display in his book. At first sight, the photographs seem to be ordered 
in a random manner, yet each place has been chosen thoroughly by Tillmans. How does 
Tillmans make use of the exhibition space to present his photographs and what kind of 
meaning does his series convey in the context of the exhibition space? Here again, Cress-
well’s definition of space and place will help to determine the exhibition within the institu-
tion of a museum. 
The book which contains the series, also called Neue Welt, is another ‘place’ where 
the photographs are ordered in a specific way and influenced by the space of display of the 
book. How does Tillmans use the book as a ‘place’ and what kind of insights are provided 
to various meanings of the photographs? Tillmans’ photographs were taken in a globalized 
world but in local places and they were brought to a local museum though the museum acts 
as a global player in the art world. What happens if these various outer places are com-
bined in one space? What is the connection between pictures that come from an outer place 
to a museum that acts within a local place but is a global player in the art world? An essay 
about the disembedding of place by the philosopher Philip Brey will provide relevant in-
sights into this question. 
3.1. Wolfgang Tillmans in the Exhibition Space 
 
Tillmans’ way of utilizing the exhibition space greatly differs from traditional exhibition 
practices in museums and galleries. The director of the Serpentine Gallery, Julia Peyton-
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Jones, and the art curator and co-director of exhibitions, Hans Ulrich Obrist, neatly 
summed up Tillmans’ use of the exhibition space at a show he held at the Serpentine Gal-
lery in London: Tillmans 
 
“uses a range of installation methods, often pinning or taping his work to gallery walls, 
displaying found material in study tables that recall museological vitrines, or creating wall-
based Perspex cases for selected process-based works” (Peyton-Jones and Obrist 6). 
 
They emphasize Tillmans’ practice of constantly rearranging his material and bringing in 
new ideas for each show. After all, it is “an investigation into the politics of exhibition and 
image-making – all under-taken with an eye on the smallest detail, but expansive in scope” 
(Peyton-Jones and Obrist 6). How does Tillmans work within the exhibition space of a 
museum or a gallery and how does the presentation in an exhibition space provide insights 
into possible meanings within his series? 
Former Exhibitions in Galleries and Museums 
 
Exhibitions by Tillmans unfold their values due to subtle broad-mindedness and the ease 
with which the richness of ideas is presented. He does not only react to the spatial and so-
ciopolitical locality of each exhibition, but his shows are always an expression of his pro-
cess-related examination of contemporary issues, interests and urgency (Malz 20). 
His unconventional way of displaying a show in the exhibition space started in the 
1990s. His developed code of practice for an exhibition space consists of a non-
hierarchical and disordered structure of combining images, just as the photographs them-
selves convey an anti-hierarchical image. He exhibits framed photographs next to un-
framed ones, puts photostats next to photoprints and uses ink-jet prints as well as laser 
prints. The formats vary and sometimes he fixes the pictures directly on the wall. He cre-
ates linear and complex installations on walls. He makes use of older pictures in each ex-
hibition and combines them with his latest work. In later exhibitions, Tillmans not only 
makes use of the wall as a place but of the whole room in which he exhibits. On tables or 
in vitrines, he presents collected documents which contain information about sociopolitical 
issues, about natural sciences and about current topics. These characteristics are also part 
of the exhibitions of Neue Welt discussed in the next section.  
He presents the documents – similar to his artistic books – by combining them like 
a collage. Some installations are expanded to the middle of the room. The viewer no longer 
perceives his installations from a frontal perspective, but also has to take in a horizontal 
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perspective. The various sized vitrines and tables foster an activation and organization of 
the space that can be compared to a smartly spun web. Different layers of images, colors, 
forms, textures and contents are interwoven with each other (Malz 20-21). The curator 
Dominic Molon analyzed conceptualism in Tillmans’ work and gives an example of this 
by means of the Truth Study Center from 2005 of how a “presentational aesthetic” devel-
ops and how Tillmans uses “a system of vitrine-like tables to display images, objects, and 
information texts” (53). The installation Truth Study Center gives off a “strongly muse-
ological feel” and evokes “an active engagement of the museum space” (Molon 53). 
In an interview with Tillmans, the curator Bob Nickas explains Tillmans’ work as a 
“giant collage” in “an activated space”. That is what one feels when entering the gallery 
space and when one is confronted with Tillmans’ installations and the way they are chore-
ographed (Nickas). One can use the term choreography, as Tillmans is at the same time the 
author and director of his shows. He arranges his photographs in such a way that the view-
er is guided through a certain sequence of looking at the pictures which evokes associa-
tions ‘written’ by Tillmans. 
 Tillmans acknowledged in a discussion with the visual artist Peter Halley that dis-
playing his images in a “non-hierarchical way” was the signature that he had found. At the 
beginning of the 1990s, it was an extreme deviation to leave images unframed or to display 
normal pages of magazines next to his photographs (Halley 14-15). David Evans, the au-
thor of the essay ‘Wolfgang Tillmans and the Wandering Image’ states, “Tillmans seeks to 
create images that can be peripatetic and promiscuous, functioning in multiple contexts and 
relationships, inside and outside of the gallery or museum” (99). Evans contrasts Tillmans’ 
“light and playful” mode of exhibition in the gallery or museum space to the Düsseldorf-
School. Artists from this art academy such as Andreas Gursky, Candida Höfer or Thomas 
Struth display their work in limited editions. The prints are hung in an orderly fashion and 
framed while the catalogue is nothing more than an additive. Tillmans’ “modes of presen-
tation and distribution […] contrast sharply with the working methods of Bernd and Hilla 
Becher and their former students that are marked by sobriety” (Evans 99). 
 Molon recognizes this as well, stating that “the most distinctive and original aspects 
of Tillmans’ practice is the presentation of his images as variously sized inkjet prints hung 
with binder clips or tape on the wall” (39). This allows “ a more visually dynamic and spa-
tially determined display of his photographs” (Molon 39). 
 The German art historian Tom Holert explains in his essay ‘The Unforseen’ that the 
viewer has to constantly “readjust his or her gaze” in order to grasp Tillmans’ installations 
and in order to wander through the different rooms. In some shows, the intensity of Till-
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mans’ exhibitions is narrowed down by dividing the photographs into different rooms. This 
causes an easier observation for the viewer, as he/she does not have to cope with the entire-
ty of Tillmans’ work at once. The different sizes of the photographs and the different dis-
tances (containing empty space) that lie between them even more place demands on the 
visitor to move around and actively participate. The fact that Tillmans does not frame his 
photographs but rather clips or nails them onto the wall creates a “sense of community” 
within the exhibition space, as well as a place of public intercommunication (Relyea 97). 
The idea of a community emphasizes the erasure of hierarchical structures and fosters a 
democratic approach in Tillmans’ photographs and exhibitions. Tillmans creates a non-
hierarchal network of the photographs that is perceived this way by the spectators. No pho-
tograph is more important than another and each photograph plays a crucial role within the 
network. When the spectators enter the exhibition space, they become aware of the non-
hierarchical structure and a “sense of community” is built within the exhibition space. 
The Influence of the Exhibition Space as an Institution 
 
Tillmans blurs the separation between the public and the private (Ferguson 69). Although 
“his subjects are never removed from the specificity of their milieu”, it remains arguable 
which kind of pictures belong inside the white cube and which ones belong outside (Fergu-
son 69). In this sense, one can think again of Cresswell and his book In Place/Out of Place. 
The photographs, which Tillmans took and exhibited in the exhibition space were taboo in 
the beginning, or at least, such kind of pictures were considered out of place in the exhibi-
tion space. Cresswell mentions, “the geographical ordering of society is founded on a mul-
titude of acts of boundary making […] whose ambiguity is to simultaneously open up the 
possibilities of transgressions”. Just as “the geographical classification of society and cul-
ture is constantly structured in relation to the unacceptable, the other, the dirty”, the exhibi-
tion space behaves like a “geographical classification” (149). 
At first, the exhibition space resists the “unacceptable” and “other” way of curating 
artwork but questions the “naturalness and absoluteness” of approved spaces. The museum 
and gallery space is a territory with clear boundaries in which local values are represented, 
so to say. Tillmans’ photographs and his way of creating his installations in the exhibition 
space became normal practice. This transformation is in accordance with the Russian phi-
losopher Mikhail Bakhtin who states that occurrences on the edge, such as Tillmans utili-
zation of the exhibition space, encourage “a realization that established authority and truth 
are relative” (10). 
 In her written discourse ‘The Subject is Exhibition’, the artist Julie Ault makes 
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clear that photography and the exhibition space – regardless if in a book or an installation – 
are indivisible mediums for Tillmans. Ault says, “photography and installation are em-
ployed by the artist as virtually inseparable mediums” (120). She acknowledges the invita-
tion of Tillmans’ exhibition spaces to actively participate in them. The capability of dis-
play spreads throughout cultural places such as the museum or the gallery. With the power 
of display, meaning is created in such venues. They are spaces of connection and advocate 
certain activities and experiences and disapprove of others. Museums, and particularly, 
gallery spaces, have given symbolic value to fine art, competing in its own marketplace. 
These art spaces foster a demarcation from popular culture and certainly everyday com-
modity goods. Contrasted to the space of a supermarket, for instance, where normal goods 
are displayed in an utterly crowded way, museums and galleries create a spaciousness, 
which stimulates uniqueness (Ault 120). 
When considering the book, The Power of Display, by the art historian Mary Anne 
Staniszewski, one can further see how Tillmans’ installations are not only a display meth-
od for him, but also exist as a medium in and of themselves. Staniszewski describes “in-
stallation design as an aesthetic medium and historical category” (xxi). She argues that an 
artwork is analyzed as an autonomic piece of art and that it is rarely analyzed within the 
context of the exhibition space by art historians. They usually examine pieces of art in an 
exhibition and what the effect of a show is “within aesthetic, social, and political discours-
es” (Staniszewski xxi). What they almost never discuss is the fact that an artwork seldom 
stands alone within the exhibition space: “it is always an element within a permanent or 
temporary exhibition created in accordance with historically determined and self-
consciously staged installation conventions” (Staniszewski xxi). This is particularly rele-
vant when considering Tillmans‘ works. His installations indeed address the abovemen-
tioned discourses. As an art photographer, he engages in social and political discourses, 
such as those explained in the previous chapter. In the exhibition space, such discourses 
start to communicate with each other and the viewer is placed in the middle of these inter-
actions. As previously mentioned, Tillmans takes part in the political discourse concerning 
African immigrants in the photo Lampedusa. He makes the museumgoer reflect on the 
harsh contrast between the dilemmas of asylum-seekers and the luxurious vacations of 
tourists at the same place without using clichés. 
There are certain rules that foster the uniqueness of an artwork, such as hanging it 
on an average eyesight level or the generous spaciousness abovementioned. This promotes 
the artwork as a masterpiece, carefully pre-selected by a curator or an institution. In that 
case, the viewer takes a rather passive role. In Tillmans’ shows, the viewer becomes active 
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for the reasons explained above. The Irish art critic and artist Brian O’Doherty discusses in 
Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space, “[t]he way pictures are hung 
makes assumptions about what is offered. Hanging editorializes on matters of interpreta-
tion and value, and is unconsciously influenced by taste and fashion”(24). The way an idea 
or concept is conveyed depends on how the artwork is curated in the exhibition space. This 
influences the way the work is interpreted by the viewers. Therefore an artist has to “con-
struct the context of his work” (O’Doherty 24). 
Just as the spectator takes on a certain role in the white cube, Tillmans also takes on 
certain roles depending on the space in which he is working. He is not only a photographer 
or an artist. When sojourning in places of the world, he is the “producer of images” as the 
photographer. He then becomes the “editor of images”, for example, when he works one of 
his studios in Berlin or London. Afterwards, he plays the role of the printer, replicator and 
publisher. He becomes the curator, arranger and installer of his images as soon as he is in 
the exhibition space. He is also the “mechanic, anatomist, politician, sculptor, technician, 
connoisseur and philosopher-scientist” of his photographs (Bracewell 9). “He is thus the 
creator and director of an encyclopaedic lexicon of images” (Bracewell 9). Ault exports 
O’Doherty’s analysis to distinct roles of labor. In the space of the artist’s studio, it is the 
artist who has authority and plays the role of an artist. In the exhibition space, rather, it is 
the curator who takes on a role of authority and Tillmans breaks this mold (Ault 121). 
Tillmans challenges the common notion of labor division. It is himself who is the 
authority in the distinct work places. Certainly, he controls his studios but he also keeps 
control in the museum and gallery space as well as the space of display in books and mag-
azines. Tillmans still discusses his installations with curators; yet, they are not allowed to 
interfere in the decision-making process, such as choosing which artwork is going to be 
displayed. They lose control in their own space of authority. The contrary happens to the 
viewer, who becomes actively engaged in Tillmans’ installation (Ault 121-126). “Tillmans 
intends his work to have a liberating, authorizing effect on people. Viewers are invited to 
cross a boundary into a space within which their subjectivity becomes a navigational tool” 
(Ault 126). Tillmans uses the “gallery space as a laboratory” (Ault 126). “For Tillmans the 
exhibition space is an arena: a threshold is crossed upon entering. Exhibition rooms are 
treated entirely, articulated by photographs with attention to their pictorial and sculptural 
dimensions and their relations to the architecture” (Ault 127). 
 
This section has clarified how Tillmans makes use of the exhibition space and what 
kind of influences the gallery and the museum as institutions have. In his manner of pre-
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senting his photographs, the various contents of the photographs start to intercommunicate 
and interrelate. Thus, complex and expansive meanings are created within the broader vis-
ibility of the content of the photographs. They do not just become expansive and unique art 
pieces in the institutionalized exhibition space. By presenting his pictures in a collage-like 
manner on the walls of the museum or galleries, he creates another artwork that is present-
ed in its entirety. Tillmans goes against the grain and remains the main authority in each of 
his working spaces. He empowers the visitor and fosters a more democratic approach in 
the art world. This non-hierarchical order, as emphasized above, coincides with Tillmans’ 
photographs themselves. Especially his early series show intimate moments of social 
communities that work outside hierarchical power structures. The photographic content 
goes hand in hand with the structure of Tillmans’ installations. 
3.2. Neue Welt in the Exhibition Space and the Book as a ‘Place’ 
 
Neue Welt was exhibited for the first time in 2012. The book, also called Neue Welt, was 
published for the opening at Kunsthalle Zürich. His series traveled to other museums and 
galleries and, as is the case for each of his exhibitions, Tillmans changed it according to his 
developing ideas on the world and the sociopolitical circumstances he encountered in each 
new space. Although the book was similarly presented as his previous artistic books, the 
show slightly differed from former exhibitions concerning its display. How is Neue Welt 
presented in the museum and gallery space in comparison to former exhibitions, and how 
is it presented in the book? 
Neue Welt at Kunsthalle Zürich 
 
Tillmans’ popular practice of displaying his work is in the form of a large collage. Neue 
Welt at Kunsthalle Zurich, however, seems to be a traditional exhibition in which each 
individual photograph is at the heart of the show. The show Neue Welt rather resembles a 
common exhibition of artists such as those from the Düsseldorfer School. Yet, this impres-
sion is only a first impression, according to the arts and cultural journalist Alexandra 
Matzner as she explained in her exhibition review ‘Wolfgang Tillmans. Neue Welt.’ 
 The exhibition of Neue Welt is one of Tillmans’ rare shows in which the photo-
graphs are hung on the wall in file; so to say, the art pieces are presented as is common 
practice in traditional art exhibitions. Nearly all the photographs are printed in a similar 
size. Yet, the ink-jet printings, which reach just over two meters, are not presented within a 
passe-partout and proper frame, rather, they are fixed on the wall with fold-back clips. This 
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emphasizes a notion of immediacy and inartificiality. Interestingly, the works of Neue Welt 
are juxtaposed on the same walls with individual abstract photographs of the series Silver, 
which interrupts the corpus of work of Neue Welt in a rare and irregular manner. They 
stress the materiality of analogue photography as opposed to digital photographs. This is 
not the only juxtaposition detectable when continuing through the show. 
A photograph picturing a lupine, printed in a size larger than life, is hung next to 
non-places such as the picture of the shopping mall and the moderate hotel room. The pink 
shells of crabs that meet the pink of the Honda and the gown of the young man in Saudi-
Arabia give an exemplification of a formal order. This formal order is split up in the book, 
however. A last example of an installation view [Fig. Installation View 1] provides the 
photograph of seemingly one sheep, whereas it only becomes visible that there are two 
sheep when you look at their shadows. This photograph is juxtaposed with some astronom-
ical pictures by Tillmans. In these pictures, it is not always clear which of the white dots in 
the night sky are actually stars and which ones are image noises due to photography. In this 
case, the close analysis of both the picture of the sheep and the stars connect the two pho-
tographs with each other, whereas opposed to this topical subgroup, the topic of astronomy 
builds a subgroup of its own. Tillmans’ juxtapositions can be purely formal, but they can 
also build interconnections through a common theme such as a topological order of non-
places being hung together or the common element of the need to look twice in order to 
correct the first impression one had of a photograph. The installation view also shows that 
these two subgroups are juxtaposed with the non-place of the inside of a train which is, just 
as in the book, presented next to the abstract work featuring the colors of a range of purple 
and violet. This abstract image makes a formal connection to the night sky that features 
similar colors as well. Within this example of an installation view, the viewer is able to see 
a popular place with tourists such as the Iguazu Falls in adverse to an unknown place in 
Africa featuring a Maasai walking through grassland. At the same time, the high-definition 
digital photograph of the Iguazu Falls capturing the details of the water drops is placed 
next to the abstract work underlining the analogue and material characteristics of photog-
raphy. 
The visitor looks from the eternity of space through human interactions through the 
beauty of nature to the artificiality and fragility of constructed places. One is guided by the 
apparent missing link and the interconnection between these fragmental views of places of 
the world. Matzner suggests that the similarities of color, surface, texture and interlacing 
dissolve the architectural space of the exhibition in one instance and show what lies be-
yond our points of view in the other. 
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Distinctive from former exhibitions by Tillmans, in Neue Welt the photographs are 
displayed in more or less the same sizes, except for a very small number of photographs 
that are displayed in a format covering an entire wall of the space. This leads to an evenly 
balanced emphasis of each photograph and underlines Tillmans’ non-hierarchical structure. 
The photographs in the book, however, have different image sizes. The consequences for 
the perception of the viewers of the book will be addressed in the next section. 
Neue Welt in the Space of Display of a Book 
 
Just as the show demonstrates comparison, confrontation and different angles of vision, 
Tillmans’ book Neue Welt presents this as well. Neue Welt was the fourth artistic book by 
Tillmans. The publishing house was Taschen. Most of the images had been made between 
2009 and 2012, yet a few pictures go as far back as 2006. Not all the photographs in the 
book have been presented in the exhibitions of Neue Welt. Tillmans shows about 300 of his 
photographs from Neue Welt spread over 216 pages. These photographs constitute the 
main body of work. Far fewer photographs are displayed in the shows. The softcover of the 
book can unfold allowing the viewer to see all pages of the book with the corresponding 
titles of the photographs. The book starts out with an interview with Tillmans by the Ger-
man curator Beatrix Ruf. The pages are not numbered and no more written information is 
given after the interview. That is where the actual space of display of the book starts. 
Formally speaking, the photographs are printed in various kinds of sizes. One pho-
tograph can be displayed on a double page or one double page can have as many as three 
to four small photographs next to each other. Typically for Tillmans, he also makes use of 
collage-like layers in the book. Numerous pages have different photographs on top of each 
other and they are cut in different shapes. It is also possible that one page is left blank, 
whereas the page next to it displays only one photograph framed by white borders. How 
these formal criteria together with the space of display of a book influence meanings of the 
contents of the photographs is discussed in this section. 
Similar to his former installations and artistic books, the book Neue Welt is consti-
tuted of different layers. Certain groups include similar motifs, materials or techniques. 
There is neither randomness nor rigidness to the borders between the groups and layers. 
One layer can be part of one subgroup but in the following pages it becomes clear that this 
layer is also part of a larger group. The subgroups, groups and layers are interlocked. A 
layer is able to extend and unfold. It works in parallel with the groups. Additionally, “lay-
ers extend into groups, groups mingle with layers” (Holert). The effect is made visible in 
the book, when one glances through it. The various sizes allow one subgroup of photo-
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graphs to be presented on one or two pages, while a photograph that fits on a double page 
has to be connected to its group in the viewer’s mind. Many small photographs possibly 
overlaying on one page offer the viewer a perception of one or more groups and subgroups 
at once. 
 The first example of groups that can be opposed to each other can be seen in the 
pictures that Tillmans took a year after the earthquake which took place in Haiti. The pho-
tographs on this subject matter reveal the quintessence of the post-catastrophic setting in an 
extremely comprised way. The situation presents people for whom it is necessary to be 
constantly attentive, people who are exhausted and a situation conveying the idea of a cri-
sis still at hand. Tillmans depicted “a moving car of tented camps along the sides of the 
road. Or of someone jumping out of a bus carrying a heavy sack” (Holert).  
 On the opposite page to this deserted evening scenario, Tillmans shows noteworthy 
tableau-like pictures. For instance, he presents on a double spread the setting of a market in 
Ethiopia. It looks quite staged, as if Tillmans arranged every person and object himself and 
as if one could never find such a perfectly balanced scenario by chance. Here, traders come 
together at a place on a dusty ground. The photograph reveals the complex connections of 
various kinds of people, gestures, views and colors (Holert). 
On the one hand, this photograph is also a good example of how Tillmans makes 
use of the underlying theme of architectural space as described by Wigley in the previous 
chapter. The photograph serves as a departing point from other pictures in the book that 
show the global economy, splendid and magnificent shopping malls, abstract architecture 
or people in the act of shopping on a main street that is covered with advertising boards. 
On the other hand, the photograph also shows an anthropological place as described by 
Augé in a very literal way too. It shows the interrelations between the people and the social 
and cultural rules they follow in a society. The sequence [Fig. Book Sequence 2] around 
the photograph of the market is embedded within oppositions, groups and subgroups. The 
photo that precedes the picture of the traditional market displays a shopping mall. As ex-
plained in the chapter above, the sequence consists of non-places and abstract images of 
Tillmans as well. Anthropological places built a subgroup that is confronted with non-
places in Tillmans’ book. A non-place such as a shopping mall can make up, together with 
the market place or modern shopping streets, a group that evolves around the purchase and 
sale of goods. 
 The book as a ‘place’ exposes Tillmans’ reflections about the current state of the 
world in an intensive form. The oppositions become clear. Holert states that in 
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“this volume the photographs also reflect a heightened interest in materiality, in the sleek-
ness and edginess of commercial architecture and in urban scenarios in the non-places of 
globalised society. It is a catalogue of textures – metallic paints, fake façades, glass and 
synthetics.” 
 
Some photographs can be discovered that show familiarity to older series such as certain 
gestures in pictures illustrating the folding of fabric. Furthermore, the photographs in the 
books are juxtaposed with works from the series Silver. This contrasts to the majority of 
the photographs, which are taken with a digital camera in a high-definition method which 
is used “very differently to what [is] possible using analogue equipment” (Holert). In the 
end, the book makes clear that Neue Welt is not only about new and unexpected views on 
the world and places within it, but furthermore, it reveals the “changes in photography with 
regard to its technical and historical possibilities and in the relationship that the artist has 
with his own medium” (Holert). 
 Tillmans is using the moment of surprise and the moment of allowing oneself to be 
surprised. Photographing fragments of places in the world on a superficial level leads 
Matzner to come to two conclusions: To begin with, the places in the world are so varie-
gated that one can only observe them by fragments and secondly, that photography is not a 
narrative medium. Global generalities, which Tillmans hopes to find on the surface of the 
world he captures, can only be decoded by the synopsis and context of various photo-
graphs. Tillmans plays with overlaps, overcuts, cutouts and first cuts and lets pictures en-
gage with each other (Malz 22). Thus, he creates new spaces of response and ‘new worlds’ 
in which “every new step and every new context require[s] its own esthetic and moral con-
siderations, every new opportunity demand[s] new political decisions” (Birnbaum 20). 
Tillmans is playing a rare and unique role in the art world by working with different spaces 
of display such as his own books, spaces in a magazine and miscellaneous installations for 
the museum and gallery space. 
 
Although Neue Welt was presented in a more orderly manner and Tillmans did not 
make use of his usual practice of exhibiting an installation in the museum space, the inter-
connections between the pictures that are put next to each other remain. The photographs, 
which come together in the exhibition space, represent the attempt to understand the mean-
ing of the current state of the world. The photographs in the exhibition space and also in 
the ‘place’ of a book are influenced by the way in which they are combined. Tillmans‘ 
book Neue Welt follows a pattern which he previously set in his earlier artistic books. 
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After all, the meaning of a ‘new’ world becomes clear in the exhibition space and 
the ‘place’ of the book. Only in this way, the viewer recognizes that it is not only about the 
places that Tillmans depicted, most of which one has not seen before, but one is also able 
to recognize the opposition of analogue photographic techniques discordant to the ‘new’ 
digital high-resolution methods he used for Neue Welt. 
The book as a ‘place’ cannot deal with three-dimensionality the same way the exhi-
bition space can. One can flip through the book, turn the pages and create some kind of 
three-dimensional juxtaposition by the act of turning. In the exhibition space, one is sur-
rounded by a three-dimensional room in which the photographs face each other. The view-
er is enclosed by this ‘new’ world and becomes part of it, while one only looks at the ‘new’ 
world in the book. However, the book allows a very intimate and private look, whereas in 
the exhibition space, one is looking at Neue Welt together with other people in a public 
institution. 
 Another difference between the book and the exhibition space lies in the different 
kind of ordering Tillmans creates content-wise. For example, the formal ordering of the 
pink of the crab shells and the pink of the Honda appears in that way only in the exhibition 
space. It is also a content driven ordering, whereas two pictures address ‘in’ and ‘out’ of 
place in the case of the fly that does not belong on the shells or the man in the pink gown, a 
color that does not belong to an Arab man, according to a western perspective. In the book, 
the former picture is next to an arrangement of non-places like shopping malls which can 
evoke associations of mall-goers exploiting cheap labor by buying inexpensive products 
like the fly exploits the remains of the crab shells. The latter photograph is standing on its 
own next to a blank page. 
One more example can be made with the pictures of the sheep that together with the 
cottage on the island is juxtaposed with the limousine in front of DeBeers. The former ones 
require another look for the purpose of recognizing what is going on, the latter one con-
firms an expectation. In the exhibition, the picture of the sheep is hung next to the picture 
of a night sky, where it is also necessary to have a closer look at both photographs. In the 
case of the night sky, this closer look is necessary in order to be able to differentiate be-
tween actual stars and dots caused by the camera. In the book, the night sky is put next to 
the photograph of the library ladies. 
 In rare cases, one can find the same ordering. For instance, a picture of various 
workers’ accommodations from above is placed next to a close-up of one worker’s ac-
commodation. This is the case in the book as well as in the exhibition space.  
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3.3. Consequences of Combining Pictures from Outer Places in One Space 
 
It does not matter whether Tillmans displays Neue Welt in a museum, in a gallery or in a 
book, these distinct places that had been captured around the world are combined within 
one local place. Together with his way of juxtaposing the pictures, for instance, the above-
mentioned cottage on the beach is displayed next to the limousine in front of DeBeers. 
Papua New Guinea is placed next to New York. It becomes even more complex when 
Tillmans makes use of an older abstract series and places Silver 82 next to a picture from 
Neue Welt taken in a remote area of the world. Can this be seen as a “geographical disem-
bedding” of different places? 
 The philosopher Philip Brey talks about geographical disembedding of place due to 
new technologies in his essay ‘Space-Shaping Technologies and the Geographical Disem-
bedding of Place’. He argues that places are not associated with identity as often nowadays 
and that “the role of geographical features” in the identity making of places is further de-
creasing. “Physical-geographical” characteristics disappear more and more and new tech-
nology, such as photography, has broken free of the limitations of local places (Brey 1). 
The identity of a place changes. Based on Tuan’s definition of place, space becomes place 
once humans “endow it with value” (6), Brey defines “place as an area or space that is a 
habitual site of human activity and/or is conceived of in this way by communities or indi-
viduals” (2). Due to the fact that humans naturally try to develop their connectedness, they 
attempt to overcome “the limitations of geographically situated places through efforts to 
‘shrink’ or even abolish their distance to other geographical places” (Brey 4). The creation 
or shrinking of space and place is what Brey defines as “space shaping” and the technolo-
gies capable of doing so are called “space-shaping technologies” (4). The inadequacy of 
the relative distances between places has increased with such technological development. 
It is not the distances between the geographical places that count any more, but the places 
that have grown together through the influence of space-shaping technologies (5). 
 When going back to the investigation of space and place in Tillmans’ Neue Welt, 
Brey’s argumentation becomes particularly interesting. Photography as a space-shaping 
technology has the power to decrease the relative distance between localities; something 
Neue Welt brings out. The exhibition space, no matter whether it is in a museum or in a 
book, comprises the outer places in one locality. These places, which may have an enor-
mous geographical distance, are brought together. Furthermore, the simultaneous visibility 
of many different places in one locality makes visible how places have become the same in 
our globalized world. Some photographs, such as Headlight (a), 2012 [Fig. 20], do not 
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provide any references to a geographical place. Headlight (a) is a close-up photograph of a 
headlight with no references to the type of car or the place where that car was standing. 
The location where the photograph was taken remains completely unidentifiable. There are 
several similar pictures of close-ups of headlights in the exhibition space and the space of 
display in the book Neue Welt. The viewer knows they come from different geographical 
places, yet they seem to be the same. Similar reactions are triggered by bringing together 
non-places. One becomes aware of the similar appearance look of hotel rooms, shopping 
malls or airports, for instance. Groups of non-places are integrated within the corpus of 
photographs of anthropological places. The anthropological places let one know that there 
are indeed still places which are endowed with meaning and show an identifiable place. 
The various dimensions of our world become clear. 
 
In this chapter, the question of how the context of the exhibition space and the book 
as a ‘place’ provide insights into various meanings of Tillmans’ photographs has been dis-
cussed. The museum and gallery space as an institution provide a white cube in which art-
works are exhibited in a certain way. Tillmans’ installations differ from the common prac-
tice of displaying in an exhibition space. He displays his photographs in a non-hierarchical 
network and goes against the grain of exhibiting. 
The consequences of opposed content is given in its full spectrum in the exhibition 
and the book. An impression of the entirety of the corpus of work can be achieved in spac-
es of exhibitions. The viewer can focus on the different contents of the photographs and 
does not have to focus on only one image. One is able to grasp various kinds of opposi-
tions conveyed through Neue Welt. While the contradictions in the book are made visible 
in Tillmans’ sequences, the exhibition space makes it visible while the viewer is standing 
in the midst of these oppositions. Depending on how Tillmans arranged the work, he 
comes up with new contrasts in each new installation. Photographs presented in one of his 
spatial installations change meanings in his body of work. Neue Welt is an example of 
Tillmans’ concept of artwork in which photography, the installation and the book become 
indivisible mediums. Only in the context of the exhibition space and the book as a ‘place’ 
are concepts of Tillmans’ new world and its oppositions made visible. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
The inventory of oppositions that I determined in this series makes clear that the seemingly 
random arrangement of Tillmans’ Neue Welt in the space of display in his book and in the 
exhibition space is in fact not random at all. The arrangements of various oppositions, 
which are a constituent of Neue Welt, run like a common thread throughout the series and 
the completion of these contrarieties create a systematic equilibrium. This could be re-
vealed through the perspective of the notion of space and place. 
The first chapter uncovered that photographs depicted by a camera created centrif-
ugal places, as opposed to Tillmans’ camera-less series Silver, which created centripetal 
places. Furthermore, mechanical and technical characteristics in Neue Welt led to opposi-
tions within the notion of how a place is photographed. Tillmans depicted places from di-
verse angles and different perspectives that countered, for example, micro to macro per-
spectives. 
 The second chapter revealed that non-places were contrasted to anthropological 
places, popular places to unfamiliar ones and mythical places were discussed opposed to 
the demystification of places. Urban spaces and social borders create other pairs of opposi-
tions in which content can be in or out of place. 
 The third and last chapter dealt with the exhibition space and the book as a ‘place’. 
Tillmans structures his exhibitions, just as with the photographs of Neue Welt themselves, 
in non-hierarchical orders. He makes use of various sorts of oppositions and juxtapositions 
which are sorted by aesthetic formalities, topological orders, thematic concepts and current 
social, cultural and political conditions. Only in the context of the exhibition space and the 
space of display in a book can the photographs be placed into a larger context and the vari-
ous contrarieties discovered in this paper be viewed and recognized. 
 In the end, one could say the depiction of these various different places of the cur-
rent state of the world – despite Tillmans’ point of view – might nevertheless become an 
important living witness for future generations. The meanings and understanding of the 
places and the non-hierarchical way of presenting the installations in the exhibition space 
or book are a valuable artistic documentation mirroring variety and oppositions as well as 
the state of the world in the beginning of the 21st century. 
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6. Appendix 
 
The illustrations below are sorted in the order in which they appeared in this paper and are 
not an indication of how the photographs are juxtaposed in Tillmans’ corpus of work. 
6.1. Illustrations 
 
  
Figure 1. 
Kilimanjaro. 2012. 
Figure 2. 
Growth. 2006. 
  
  
Figure 3. 
Astro crusto, a. 2006. 
Figure 4. 
Fespa (inkjet on water). 2012. 
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Figure 5. 
Port-au-Prince, a. 2010. 
Figure 6. 
Blacks. 2011. 
  
  
Figure 7.  
Turm. 2009. 
Figure 8. 
Silver 82. 2011. 
  
  
Figure 9. 
Iguazu. 2010. 
Figure 10. 
Young man, Jeddah, a. 2012. 
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Figure 11. 
Library ladies, (São Paulo). 2010. 
Figure 12. 
TGV. 2010. 
  
  
Figure 13. 
Jurys Inn. 2010. 
Figure 14. 
Rest of World. 2009. 
  
  
Figure 15. 
Jeddah mall I. 2012. 
Figure 16. 
Limousine. 2010. 
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Figure 17.  
Family home (Trobriand Isalnds). 2011. 
Figure 18. 
Lampedusa. 2008. 
  
  
Figure 19. 
Ushuaia Digitalis. 2010. 
Figure 20. 
Headlight (a). 2012. 
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Figure Book Sequence 1. 
Book Sequence Neue Welt. 2012. 
Figure Book Sequence 2. 
Book Sequence Neue Welt. 2012. 
  
                            
       Figure Installation View 1. 
              Installation View Neue Welt. 2012. 
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6.2. Sources of Illustrations 
 
Figure 1. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Kilimanjaro. 2012. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 142 - 143. Print. 
 
Figure 2. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Growth. 2006. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 214. Print. 
 
Figure 3. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Astro crusto, a. 2006. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 144. Print. 
 
Figure 4. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Fespa (inkjet on water). 2012. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 161. Print. 
 
Figure 5. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Porte-au-Prince, a. 2010. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 173. Print. 
 
Figure 6. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Blacks. 2011. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 96. Print. 
 
Figure 7. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Turm. 2009. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 129. Print. 
 
Figure 8. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Silver 82. 2011. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 43. Print. 
 
Figure 9. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Iguazu. 2010. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 72 - 73. Print. 
 
Figure 10. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Young man, Jeddah, a. 2012. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 133. Print. 
 
Figure 11. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Library ladies, (São Paulo). 2010. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 155. Print. 
 
Figure 12. Tillmans, Wolfgang. TGV. 2010. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 36. Print. 
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Figure 13. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Jurys Inn. 2010. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 94. Print. 
 
Figure 14. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Rest of World. 2009. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
Source: Tillmans, Wolfgang. Neue Welt. Köln: Taschen, 2012. 102. Print. 
 
Figure 15. Tillmans, Wolfgang. Young man, Jeddah, a. 2012. Kunsthalle Zürich, Zurich. 
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